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icosecond-resolution soft-x-ray laser plasma
nterferometry

orge Filevich, Jorge J. Rocca, Mario C. Marconi, Raymond F. Smith, James Dunn,
oisin Keenan, James R. Hunter, Stephen J. Moon, Joseph Nilsen, Andrew Ng, and
yacheslav N. Shlyaptsev

We describe a soft-x-ray laser interferometry technique that allows two-dimensional diagnosis of plasma
electron density with picosecond time resolution. It consists of the combination of a robust high-
throughput amplitude-division interferometer and a 14.7-nm transient-inversion soft-x-ray laser that
produces �5-ps pulses. Because of its picosecond resolution and short-wavelength scalability, this
technique has the potential for extending the high inherent precision of soft-x-ray laser interferometry to
the study of very dense plasmas of significant fundamental and practical interest, such as those inves-
tigated for inertial confinement fusion. Results of its use in the diagnostics of dense large-scale laser-
created plasmas are presented. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 350.5400, 140.7240, 120.3180, 340.7450.
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. Introduction

ince the advent of optical lasers, interferometry has
een widely used to study different types of plasmas.1
his powerful technique provides information in the

orm of two-dimensional maps of the electron density,
ften without the need of extensive modeling. How-
ver, when the plasma density approaches a fraction
f a percent of the critical density, refraction and
pacity effects can significantly limit these kind of
iagnostics.2 Refraction that is due to steep density
radients in the plasma can steer the probe beam
ompletely out of the plasma, limiting the maximum
lasma density and size that can be studied. In ad-
ition, at high plasma densities, free–free absorption
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an attenuate the probe beam, obscuring part of the
nterferogram. Nevertheless, both of these adverse
ffects can be greatly reduced by significant shorten-
ng of the wavelength of the probe beam. This con-
titutes the main motivation for pursuing soft-x-ray
aser interferometry. Soft-x-ray lasers with wave-
engths corresponding to critical densities in the
ange of 5 � 1023–5 � 1024 cm�3 can potentially probe
lasmas with densities up to 2 orders of magnitude
arger than those accessible with optical lasers. In
ddition, x-ray lasers can provide the high brightness
ecessary to overcome the intense radiation emitted
y hot dense plasmas.
The first demonstrations of soft-x-ray plasma in-

erferometry were performed with a 15.5-nm Ne-like
laser pumped by the laboratory-size Nova laser.

n these initial proof-of-principle experiments, Da
ilva et al.3 and Celliers et al.4 demonstrated a Mach–
ehnder interferometer based on multilayer-coated
hin-film beam splitters. With this interferometer,
arge �1-mm scale� plasmas were probed as close as 25
m from the initial target surface, where the electron
ensity reached 2 � 1021 cm�3. More recently, the
ersatility of soft-x-ray laser interferometry was in-
reased with the development of tabletop lasers with
eak spectral brightness that equals or exceeds that
f their laboratory-size predecessors.5,6 Interferom-
try experiments performed at Colorado State Uni-
ersity took advantage of a high-repetition-rate
abletop capillary discharge pumped 46.9-nm laser5

o obtain sequences of interferograms that map the
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volution of laser-created plasmas. Initial studies
ade use of a Lloyd’s mirror interferometer,7,8 and

ubsequent experiments used an amplitude-division
nterferometer based on diffraction gratings.9 How-
ver, the relatively long duration of the soft-x-ray
aser pulses used in these demonstrations �300 ps and
.2 ns for the Ne-like Y and Ne-like Ar lasers, respec-
ively� makes the interferograms susceptible to the
lurring of the interference fringes that results from
he rapid local variations of the electron density dur-
ng the exposure time within a fast-moving plasma.
lthough these pulse widths are adequate for map-
ing the density of numerous slowly evolving dense
lasmas, such as pulse-power plasmas and laser-
reated plasmas far from the target surface, it pre-
ludes their use in diagnosing plasmas in which fast-
volving steep density gradients lead to blurring of
he fringes.

In this paper we describe a soft-x-ray laser inter-
erometry technique10 that is capable of picosecond-
esolution plasma probing, which overcomes the
imitations imposed by the rapid plasma motion. It
onsists of the combination of a robust high-
hroughput amplitude-division interferometer and a
4.7-nm laser that produces �5-ps pulses. The in-
erferometer is a modification of the diffraction-
rating interferometer �DGI� used in the capillary
ischarge soft-x-ray laser interferometry experi-
ents. It combines the advantages of increased re-

istance to damage by plasma debris with a high
hroughput of 6% per arm. The picosecond soft-x-
ay laser probe is the saturated output of the 14.7-nm
i-like Pd transient-inversion scheme.6 Both the
GI and the transient-inversion laser are scalable to

ignificantly shorter wavelengths �e.g., by use of the
.36-nm line of Ni-like Sm11�. This scalability, when
ombined with the picosecond resolution of this tech-
ique, has the potential for extending the high inher-
nt precision of soft-x-ray laser interferometry to the
tudy of very dense plasmas of significant fundamen-
al and practical interest, such as those investigated
or inertial confinement fusion. The next section
riefly reviews several designs of soft-x-ray laser in-
erferometers and describes the DGI design and its
lignment procedure. Section 3 presents results of
ense plasma diagnostics that utilize this picosecond-
esolution soft-x-ray laser interferometry technique.

. Soft-X-Ray Laser Interferometers

he main limitation in the construction of inter-
erometers for the soft-x-ray region of the spectrum
as been the development of adequate amplitude-
ivision beam splitters. Another limiting factor is
he availability of mirrors with sufficiently high re-
ectivity to achieve a useful throughput. The
mplitude-division beam splitters can be avoided if
ave-front-division interferometers are used instead.

n these schemes, the probe beam is divided spatially
o provide the reference and probe arms of the inter-
erometer. The reflectivity requirements can be

et, in some cases, by use of grazing-incidence re-
ections, and in others, with high-reflectivity multi-
ayer soft-x-ray mirrors. However, the wave-front-
ivision interferometers have the drawback of a
igher requirement on the spatial coherence of the

aser source. This limitation can be overcome if the
ource is placed far away from the interferometer as,
ccording to the Huygens–Fresnel principle,12 the
eam’s transverse coherence increases with the dis-
ance from the source; however, this requires an in-
reased photon fluence.

The simplest interferometer that can be con-
tructed is based on Lloyd’s mirror configuration.13

his interferometer was implemented in combination
ith a soft-x-ray laser by Rocca et al.,7 and it was
sed in the diagnostic of a pinch plasma.8 It consists
f a reflection in a grazing-incidence mirror that in-
ercepts a portion of the beam from the soft-x-ray
aser source. The fringe pattern arises from the su-
erposition of this portion of the beam with the one
hat propagates directly from the source. Because of
he single grazing reflection this interferometer has
igh throughput. The fringe spacing is determined
y the angle of incidence and the distances from the
oint source to the mirror and from the mirror to the
mage plane. The plasma to be probed is placed in
ne of the two portions of the beam, and the other
ortion is used as a reference. The maximum trans-
erse plasma size that can be probed is determined by
he mirror length and the angle of incidence on the
irror and by the spatial and temporal coherence of

he laser. The Fresnel bimirror interferometer13 is
lmost as simple as the Lloyd’s mirror. It consists of
wo flat mirrors joined together at one side with a
light tilt between them. The light incident at a
razing angle on the mirrors is reflected and, because
f this tilt, is overlapped with itself, generating inter-
erence fringes. This interferometer was used in
ombination with a 21.2-nm Ne-like Zn soft-x-ray la-
er by Albert et al.14 and was demonstrated in study-
ng the effect of high electric fields on Nb surfaces.15

mplitude-division interferometers do not have the
imitation on the spatial coherence of the laser source
nd can probe larger objects. The first amplitude-
ivision soft-x-ray laser interferometry experiment
as performed with a Ne-like Y 15.5-nm soft-x-ray

aser pumped by the laboratory-size Nova laser. Da
ilva et al. demonstrated the technique for plasma
iagnostics by using an interferometer that utilized
o–Si thin-film multilayer-coated beam splitters and
irrors mounted in a Mach–Zehnder configuration.16

his interferometer was used to probe millimeter-
cale plasmas at distances as close as 25 �m from the
nitial target surface, where the measured electron
ensity reached 2 � 1021 cm�3.3 It was also used to
erform studies of the coherence length of the soft-x-
ay laser.4 These experiments were the first to re-
lize soft-x-ray interferometry of dense plasmas.
owever, the low repetition rate of the laboratory-

ize x-ray lasers used and the fragile beam splitters
hat had to be replaced after every shot limited the
mount of data that could be taken. Furthermore,
he 300-ps pulse duration of the probe laser limited
he types of plasmas that could be studied because of
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3939
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he possible blurring of the interference fringes. An-
ther amplitude-division interferometer, a Michelson
nterferometer based on multilayer foil beam split-
ers that provided transmission and reflectivity of
5% and 14%, respectively, was recently constructed
nd used to measure the longitudinal coherence
ength of the Ni-like Pd 14.7-nm soft-x-ray laser.17

he use of these types of instruments is limited to the
avelength range in which low-absorption thin-film
ultilayer beam splitters can be manufactured.
The interferometer used to implement the

icosecond-resolution plasma-diagnostics tool de-
cribed in this paper uses reflective diffraction grat-
ngs as beam splitters.9,18 The use of diffraction
ratings allows the construction of amplitude-
ivision interferometers of increased robustness and
igh throughput that can be designed to operate over
n extended range of soft-x-ray wavelengths. The
GI was first demonstrated in combination with a
6.9-nm capillary discharge soft-x-ray laser, and it
as used to unveil two-dimensional phenomena in

ine-focus and spot-focus laser-created plasmas.19,20

he DGI described in this paper is a modified version
esigned to operate at the 14.7-nm Ni-like Pd soft-x-
ay laser wavelength with picosecond pulse duration.

description of this instrument, its alignment pro-
edure, and its use for laser-created plasma diagnos-
ics are given in the next sections.

. Diffraction Grating Interferometer

he DGI is set in a skewed Mach–Zehnder configu-
ation, as shown in Fig. 1. The light incident upon
he first grating �G1� is diffracted with approximately
qual intensity in the zero and first orders. These
wo beams that form the two arms of the interferom-
ter are reflected at 2.6° grazing-incidence angle to-

ig. 1. Experimental setup showing the DGI. The soft-x-ray lase
or definitions of notation used, please see text.
940 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
ard a second 7.6 cm � 8.5 cm diffraction grating
G2� by two 35-cm-long Au-coated mirrors �L1 and
2�. Grating G2 recombines the two beams such

hat they exit the interferometer, propagating with a
mall angular difference selected to produce fringes
f the spacing required by the particular experiment.
y simulation of the grating’s performance,21 a line
pacing of 900 lines�mm and a blaze angle of 2° were
hosen. This grating diffracts the beam into a zero-
rder component and a first-order component of ap-
roximately the same intensity when operating at an
ncidence angle of 6°. For the selected ruling and
ngle of incidence, the resulting angle between the
ero and the first diffracted orders is 5.2°. This dis-
ersion angle defines the geometry of the interferom-
ter. Thus, with the two gratings separated by 90
m center to center, the resulting distance between
he two arms of the interferometer at the target po-
ition indicated in Fig. 1 is �1 cm. The phase object
f interest, in our case a laser-created plasma, is
laced there. The reflectivity of the Au-coated dif-
raction gratings is maximized by the small grazing-
ncidence angle used, resulting in an efficiency of 25%
er order on each grating. The long mirror’s �L1 and
2� reflectivity is �90%, giving a total throughput for
he instrument, excluding the imaging optics, of
12%.
Because of the wavelength-dependent dispersion of

he gratings, the alignment of the interferometer can-
ot, in principle, be performed with an auxiliary op-
ical laser. To overcome this difficulty the
iffraction gratings are designed to have two differ-
nt, vertically separated, ruled sections on the same
ubstrate. The section associated with alignment
as a line spacing chosen to produce the same dis-
ersion for a selected infrared �IR� laser diode as the

ers and exits the interferometer through the lower right-hand side.
r ent
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ispersion of the soft-x-ray laser on its ruled section.
his IR laser diode for alignment is chosen to have a

emporal coherence length similar to or shorter than
hat of the soft-x-ray laser ��400 �m 1�e HW�.17

his ensures that the arm lengths are matched with
ufficient precision to warrant the observation of
ringes with the soft x-ray laser. The laser diode
hosen22 has a central wavelength of 827 nm and an
stimated coherence length of �300 �m. This wave-
ength determines the line density of the alignment
uling to be 16 lines�mm. Specifically, the gratings
ave a central region with 900 lines�mm for the soft-
-ray laser radiation, and two other regions situated
n top and below that have 16 lines�mm rulings to be
sed with the IR laser diode. This three-stripe rul-

ng design permits the rotation of the second grating
n order to reverse the blaze angle direction as is
eeded to recombine the two soft-x-ray laser beams
ith equal intensities. The soft-x-ray laser beam at

he target position is imaged onto a 1.33 cm � 1.33 cm
harge-coupled device �CCD� with 1024 � 1024 pixels
f 13 �m � 13 �m size.23 The imaging optics consist
f a 25-cm focal-length Mo–Si multilayer spherical
maging mirror �IM�, set at 5° off normal incidence,
ollowed by an elongated Au-coated mirror �L3�, po-
itioned at a grazing angle of 9° that relays the beam
ia a flat 45° Mo–Si multilayer mirror to the CCD
etector located approximately 5.5 m away from the
maging mirror. This imaging setup has a total

agnification of 22� that we measure by imaging a
2.7-�m spacing mesh placed at the target plane po-
ition �object plane of IM�. This means a single CCD
ixel is equivalent to 0.6 �m at the object plane, and
he overall system spatial resolution is determined to
e �2 �m.
To align the DGI, a 632.8-nm He–Ne laser beam is

rst pointed along the input path of the soft-x-ray
eam into the first grating. This visible beam is
hen steered with G1, L1, and G2 along the zero-order
rm into the detector. The first-order alignment is
hen performed with the 16-lines�mm secondary rul-
ng and the 827-nm IR laser diode. The IR laser
iode is steered along the zero-order path by two
l-coated mirrors to ensure that the incidence angle
n the first grating is correct. The first-diffracted-
rder beam is subsequently adjusted with L2 to fol-
ow the first-order arm of the interferometer. Final
orrections of L2 and G2 are made until the fringes
re clearly observed at the output of the DGI. At
his stage of the alignment the orientation �vertical or
orizontal� of the fringes can be chosen. Also, for its
se in plasma diagnosis, it is usually advantageous to
nsure that the angle between the beams is such that
plasma set on the zero-order beam will produce

ringe shifts away from the target. This often facil-
tates the interpretation of the fringe shifts for the
etermination of the electron-density profile. Be-
ause the height of the IR beam is different from that
f the soft-x-ray laser beam, the alignment through
he imaging optics onto the detector is done with the
isible He–Ne laser by use of the zero-order arm.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining a good blaze
rofile on very small groove densities, the IR ruling is
ffectively not blazed. As a result, most of the IR
nergy is diffracted onto the zero-order arm, creating
large intensity difference between the two arms of

he DGI, when aligning. This prevents the fringes
rom the IR alignment laser from being observed at
he output of the DGI. However, the first diffracted
rder off the second grating can be used instead for
his purpose. In this case the intensity of both or-
ers is similar because each undergoes a reflection
zero-order� and a first-order diffraction. As the op-
imum alignment can differ slightly from that ob-
ained with the IR beam the final adjustments are
onducted under vacuum with the soft-x-ray laser
eam, with motorized actuators to control the posi-
ion of the relevant optics. We discovered that some
f the movements are more critical than others. For
xample, it was found that there is no need to motor-
ze G1. In contrast, the translations of L1 and L2
re important, and it is useful to have these axes
ncoded because they provide control of the overlap
etween the beams of the two arms. The horizontal
nd the vertical tilts of L2 and G2 are used frequently
o orient the fringes and to select the desired fringe
pacing. L1 vertical and horizontal tilts are used,
ut not as often as those on L2. The translation of
2 is also used but less frequently. It is important

o have the IM translation motorized to be able to
djust the focus and produce a sharp image of the
arget on the detector. The horizontal and the ver-
ical tilts of both this mirror and the relay mirror �L3�
re used to steer the beam into the CCD camera, but
t is possible to operate with only adjusting the relay

irror tilt if it is found that only small corrections are
equired.

The combination of a CCD camera placed inside
he DGI chamber with two flip-in mirrors allowed the
onitoring of the soft-x-ray laser beam at the input

nd at the output of the interferometer �see Fig. 1,
Foot Print�Low Mag. CCD”�. In this way, the
ointing of the soft x ray at the input of the DGI could
e compared with that of the He–Ne laser used to
lign it. The relatively low magnification �8.5�� of
he optics used to image the output of the interferom-
ter allowed the monitoring of the beams correspond-
ng to the two arms of the interferometer. The

agnification was such that nearly the entire inten-
ity footprint of the x-ray laser beam was visible for
oth arms simultaneously. This is essential for the
nal alignment of the DGI because it provides infor-
ation on the overlap, the intensity distribution, and

uality of the fringes.

. Picosecond-Resolution Plasma Probing

o demonstrate soft-x-ray laser interferometry with
icosecond resolution the DGI was combined with a
ransient 14.7-nm Ni-like Pd soft-x-ray laser.6 The
oft-x-ray laser was pumped by two beams from a
hirped-pulse amplification laser, the Compact Mul-
ipulse Terawatt �COMET� system at Lawrence Liv-
rmore National Laboratory �LLNL� that operates at
054 nm. An x-ray laser output of a few tens of
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3941
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icrojoules was achieved by the optical pumping of a
olished Pd target with a sequence of a 600-ps-long
ulse �2 J, 2 � 1011 W cm�2� and a 5-J energy 6.7-ps
r 13-ps �FWHM� short pulse at an incidence inten-
ity of 6 � 1013 and 3 � 1013 W cm�2, respectively.
raveling-wave line-focus excitation was achieved
ith a reflection echelon that consists of seven flat
irror segments placed before the focusing optics.
ach mirror segment was offset by 0.12 cm to intro-
uce the traveling wave toward the output of the
aser with a delay of 7.7 ps per step. This results in

phase velocity �c� along the line-focus length and
nsures that peak gain conditions are experienced by
he propagating x-ray laser photons. The horizontal
ngular divergence of the soft-x-ray laser was mea-
ured to be 2.8 mrad. The near-field and far-field
eam characteristics were studied, and the laser pa-
ameters were optimized to obtain beam properties
uitable for performing interferometry. It was de-
ided to relay image the x-ray laser exit pattern from
he end of the Pd target to the target plane inside the
nterferometer. This made the x-ray laser beam
lignment insensitive to shot-to-shot variation in the
eflection angle exiting the Pd plasma. Beam-
ointing stability was better than 25 �rad. This
as achieved with a spherical 0° Mo–Si multilayer-

oated mirror with 11.75-cm focal length at the end of
he Pd plasma and an encoded flat 45° Mo–Si
ultilayer-coated mirror to point the x-ray beam onto

he first interferometer grating, G1. The temporal
roperties of the x-ray laser have been recently mea-
ured with a fast-x-ray streak camera under the same
aser-pumping conditions as those of the interferom-
try experiments.24 Figure 2 shows a sample streak
ineout with an x-ray pulse duration of 4.7 ps
FWHM� with an approximately Gaussian shape for
6.7-ps short pump pulse. For saturated x-ray laser
utput the x-ray duration is typically in the range of

ig. 2. Temporal profile of the Ni-like Pd 14.7-nm x-ray laser
robe emitted from a 1-cm target and pumped by a 6.7-ps short
ulse. Pulse shape is approximately Gaussian with 4.7 ps
FWHM�.
942 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
.5–5.2 ps. With the longer 13-ps pumping pulse,
he measured x-ray duration is slightly longer at 5.9
s.24 Therefore the interferograms obtained with
his setup have picosecond resolution, determined by
he pulse duration of the soft-x-ray laser beam. This
hort pulse duration permits the acquisition of “snap-
hots” of the rapidly evolving plasma, overcoming the
lurring of interference fringes that occur when the
lectron-density profile changes significantly during
he duration of the probe pulse. The combination of
he robust grating interferometer with the relatively
igh-repetition-rate picosecond soft-x-ray laser �1
hot every 4 min� permitted the acquisition of se-
uences of interferograms that map the evolution of
he electron-density distribution in high-density
aser-created plasmas.

Figure 3�a� shows a typical “reference” interfero-
ram obtained without the plasma present. Figure
�b� shows the fringe intensity as a function of the
osition away from the target, taken along the

ig. 3. �a� Interferogram obtained without the plasma present, �b�
ntensity and fringe visibility plots versus the distance away from
he target surface between points A and A�.
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ashed line between points A and A�. Some varia-
ion in intensity is visible because of mode structure
ithin the x-ray laser beam. However, the visibility
� �Imax � Imin���Imax 	 Imin� calculated from this

lot, and shown in Fig. 3�b�, is excellent, with regions
ith over 0.8 visibility observed. Taking into ac-

ount that for plasma-probing experiments good in-
ensity is also needed to overcome absorption and
ntense plasma self-emission, this interferogram
hows that the region suitable for plasma diagnostics
s at least 300 �m � 700 �m. Plasma probing was
chieved by the generation of a laser-produced
lasma at a position halfway between the elongated
irror �L1� and the second grating �G2� along the

rajectory of the zero-order arm of the interferometer
location marked as “Target” in Fig. 1�. The targets
ere mounted on a motorized manipulator that al-

owed motion along all three axes. The rotation
round the vertical axis was also controlled by a step-
er motor to facilitate the alignment of the target

ig. 4. Interferograms showing the evolution of a Ti plasma hea
imes shown are measured from the peak of the heating pulse. T

ig. 5. Electron-density maps obtained from the interferograms s
urface parallel to the x-ray probe beam. This an-
ular alignment was better than 0.25° and reduced
he shadowing of the fringes by a 1-mm-long target to
�m. The rotations around the axis parallel and

erpendicular to the target surface were also mo-
orized to allow alignment with respect to the heat-
ng beam. The plasma was generated with a 1-

1054-nm� wavelength, 40-mm-diameter beam from
he COMET laser, which provided up to 3 J of en-
rgy in 600-ps �FWHM� pulses. Because the same
scillator was used to generate both the plasma-
eating beam and the soft-x-ray laser-pump beams,
he laser pulses were well synchronized in every
hot, with negligible jitter. A delay line on the
lasma-forming beam allowed the relative timing to
e changed so that the x-ray laser beam could probe
he plasma at different times. An �20-�m-wide,
.1-mm-long line focus was generated on the target
urface by a combination of a 200-cm focal-length
ylindrical lens and a 30-cm focal-length off-axis

ith a 600-ps, 1.1-J, 20-�m-wide � 3.1-mm-long line focus. The
argets are 1 mm long.

n in Fig. 4. The contour density lines represent a one-digit step.
ted w
how
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3943
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araboloid. The 1-mm-long targets were overfilled
o obtain a uniform heating of the plasma. We
easured the line-focus size and homogeneity by

maging the plasma-heating beam at the target
lane with a through imaging system consisting of
n achromatic lens and a series of relay mirrors
hat redirected the beam to a CCD camera. To
imit the amount of plasma self-emission collected
y the imaging CCD a 1-mm pinhole �not shown in
ig. 1� was placed between G2 and IM. The pin-
ole reduced the collection angle of the imaging
ystem, thus reducing the amount of plasma x-ray
elf-emission recorded. To further block the stray
ptical light from the plasma-forming laser and
rom the plasma, a 2000-Å Zr 	 1000-Å polyimide
C22H10N2O5� filter was placed in front of the CCD
amera.
Figures 4�a�–4�d� show a sequence of interfero-

rams that describe the evolution of a 1-mm-long
lasma generated by the heating of a flat Ti target
ith the line-focus beam described above. The in-

erferograms correspond to time delays of �0.5, 0,
.5, and 1.5 ns measured with respect to the peak of
he 600-ps heating laser pulse. Figure 4�a� corre-
ponds to a time shortly after the initiation of the
lasma. In the subsequent three frames of the
volution, plasma expansion is observed to have a
ignificant component along the target surface di-
ection, a characteristic that emphasizes its two-
imensional nature. Figure 5 shows the
alculated density maps obtained from the inter-
erograms in Fig. 4. Figure 5, third frame from the
eft, which corresponds to 0.5 ns after the peak of
he 600-ps heating laser pulse, shows a maximum
ensity of 4.5 � 1020 cm�3 measured at a distance
f 2 �m from the original target surface. A second
ype of target investigated was a groove in Al 100
m wide, 200 �m deep, and 1 mm in length, as
hown in the reference interferogram in Fig. 6�a�.
eam 3 of the COMET laser was used to heat the
ottom of the groove with 3 J in a tight �12-�m-
ide, 3.1-mm-long line focus. The shot shown in
ig. 6�b� illustrates an interferogram obtained at
.25 ns after the peak of 600-ps heating laser pulse.
he evolution of the plasma inside the groove has
ifferent characteristics from those corresponding
o a flat target. The large and rapid lateral expan-
ion of the plasma is constrained by the groove
alls, forcing the plasma toward the center of the
roove. The local maximum on axis can be inter-
reted as the collision of plasma arising from the
alls. The electron-density map, Fig. 6�c�, shows

his axis-enhanced density. This example illus-
rates that picosecond soft-x-ray laser probes create
he opportunities to study collisions and stagnation
n large scale plasmas. A more complete study of
he evolution of these plasmas will be published
eparately.
We constructed two-dimensional maps of the elec-

ron density by measuring the number of fringe shifts
or different positions on the interferograms. For
he axially uniform plasma of length L discussed
944 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
erein, the fringe shifts Nfringe observed in the inter-
erograms are associated with a plasma electron den-
ity by25

Nfringe �
��

2
�

1
� �

0

L

�1 � nref�dl �
ne

2ncrit

L
�

,

here �� is the phase shift and the index of refraction
� �1 � n �n �1�2 is a function of the electron

ig. 6. �a� Reference interferogram showing a 100 �m � 200 �m
l groove target; �b� interferogram taken at 1.25 ns from the peak
f the 600-ps, 3-J, line-focus plasma heating beam into the groove
arget; �c� electron-density map obtained from the interferogram in
art �b� showing a maximum density of �9 � 1020 cm�3 measured
ear the walls.
ref e crit
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ensity ne and the critical density ncrit � 1.1 � 1021

�2 �in inverse cubic centimeters for the probe laser
avelength � in micrometers�. It is useful to ex-
ress the electron density as a function of the ob-
erved fringe shifts: ne � 2.2 � 1021 Nfringe��L,
here L and � are expressed in micrometers. For

he 14.7-nm wavelength of the probe laser and 1-mm
ength of the plasmas discussed herein, one fringe
hift corresponds to a density of 1.5 � 1020 cm�3. In
rinciple the minimum density increment �ne that
an be measured depends on the minimum detectable
ringe shift. If the fringes were perfectly straight
he �30 pixels between lines in the interferograms
hown in Fig. 6 would correspond to an error in the
etermination of the plasma electron density of �ne �
.5 � 1018 cm�3. However, in our case, undulations
n the fringes that are due to the mode structure of
he laser that varies from shot to shot limit the ac-
uracy with which the reference fringes can be deter-
ined, increasing the uncertainty. An estimated

ncertainty of 10%–20% in the determination of the
eference fringes for the case of the 1-mm-long
lasma results in an error of 1.5–3 � 1019 cm�3 in the
lectron density. An additional phenomenon that
an introduce errors in plasma-probing experiments
s the extent to which the probe beam is deflected by
efraction in the plasma medium.26 The large den-
ity gradients encountered in laser-created plasmas
lose to the target can produce significant steering of
he probe beam away from the highest-density re-
ions. Knowledge of the extent and effect of refrac-
ion is therefore an important consideration for
ccurate analysis of the data. A grid reflectometry
tudy was performed with the DGI27 to estimate
hese refraction effects in 1-mm-long plasmas such as
hose investigated herein. That study showed that
he present data can be analyzed without the need of
correction for refraction. Furthermore, refraction

alculations, performed with the measured electron-
ensity profile at the peak of the heating beam, show
hat close to the target surface the probe beam is
eflected less than 1 �m. This is in contrast with
he use of an ultraviolet laser probe �e.g., the fourth
armonic of YAG, 266 nm�, whose beam would have
een strongly refracted away from the region close to
he target shortly after entering the 1-mm-long
lasma, making the probing of that region unfeasible.

. Conclusions

nterferometry of dense plasmas at a wavelength of
4.7 nm has been demonstrated with picosecond res-
lution. The combined picosecond resolution and ul-
rashort wavelength of this technique has the
otential for extending plasma interferometry signif-
cantly beyond the limits of current methods. The
nstrumentation developed for this purpose combines
n amplitude-division interferometer that uses dif-
raction gratings as beam splitters with the 14.7-nm
utput of the Ni-like Pd transient soft-x-ray laser.
he grating interferometer combines the advantages
f excellent fringe visibility over a large area with
igh throughput and good resistance to damage by
he plasma. Several hundred plasma shots were
erformed with laser heating energies of up to 150 J
ithout any observable damage or deterioration on

he image quality. Densities up to 4.5 � 1020 cm�3

ere measured at distances as short as 2 �m from the
arget in different types of millimeter-size line-focus
aser-created plasmas. The instrumentation and

ethodology developed are scalable to significantly
horter wavelengths, and constitute a promising
cheme for extending interferometry to the study of
ery dense plasmas such as those investigated for
nertial confinement fusion.
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